
WHY DO WE LEARN ENGLISH AT SCHOOL?  
 
Hello! My name is Lilly and I had been asking myself that question for 
three years when I was a student at Arnoldi grammar school. One day, 
however, a sudden realization struck and made me embark on my 
personal English journey. After graduation, I started studying to 
become a true language expert in order to inspire others for one of the 
foundations of life: communication. 

Motivation is the first step to learning something new! 
In the course of my teaching career, I have met many teenagers who 
struggled to learn English as they did not understand why it was 
necessary. For that reason, this seminar will explore the intention 
behind English as a school subject. Together we will discuss the purpose 
of language acquisition, critically analyze teaching techniques, and 
develop new strategies to increase motivation. 

The language of this seminar is English. As we will discuss current 
topics and work with authentic language material, this course will 
challenge and foster all language skills: speaking, reading, writing, and 
English in 

use! The course is designed for learners of all classes and ages who 
seek purpose and motivation in their English journey.  

Let’s tap into the mindsets of successful learners and offer hands-on advice 
for making English classes as well as self-study more stimulating and fun for 

both students and teachers.  

Meet me…  

…in room: 205 

…every: Friday 

…at: 1:50 - 2:35 pm (lessons 7)



Du verstehst nur Bahnhof? 
Lass uns gemeinsam eine Lösung finden! 

Hallo, mein Name ist Lilly.  
Ich studiere Anglistik, Amerikanistik und 

Germanistik an der Uni Erfurt. Vom 06.03. bis 
31.03. biete ich eine Hausaufgaben-Hilfe für die 

Fächer Englisch und Deutsch an. 

  Du findest mich…  
 …im Raum: 205 
 … jeden: Mittwoch 
 … um: 13:50 Uhr - 14:35 Uhr 
         

You only understand train station? 
Let’s find a solution together! 

Hello, my name is Lilly.  
I am studying English and German at the 

University of Erfurt. I am offering help classes for 
English and German from the 6th to the 31st of 

March. 
   

 Find me… 
   …in room: 205 
  …every: Wednesday 
  …at: 1:50 - 2:35 pm

Deutsche Sprache  
Sch****were Sprache! 

💩 

My English is not the  
yellow from the egg…  

🍳 

…but it goes! 

👣 

Genitiv ins Wasser  
…weil’s dativ ist! 

🐳 My English is under all pig! 

🐷 

Now we have the Salad! 

🥗 


